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Abstract Fecundity is a primary component of fitness.

Theory predicts that the evolution of fecundity through

increased brood size results from fecundity selection

favouring larger female size to accommodate more off-

spring and to store more energy. This is expected to gen-

erate asymmetric selection on body size between the sexes,

ultimately driving evolution of female-biased sexual size

dimorphism. Additionally, it has been predicted that the

intensity of fecundity selection increases when the oppor-

tunities for reproduction are reduced by the limiting ther-

mal effects of increasing latitude-elevation (i.e. decreasing

environmental temperatures) on the length of the repro-

ductive season. This later factor would be particularly

strong among ectotherms, where reproduction is heavily

temperature-dependent. However, this integrative per-

spective on reproductive evolution by fecundity selection

has rarely been investigated. Here, we employ a compar-

ative approach to investigate these predictions in Liolae-

mus, a prominent lizard radiation. As expected, Liolaemus

reproductive output (i.e. offspring number per reproductive

episode) increases predictably with increasing female size.

However, contrary to predictions, we found that increased

fecundity does not translate into female-biased SSD, and

that combined latitude-elevation does not impose a

detectable effect on fecundity. Finally, our allometric

analyses reveal that SSD scales with body size, which

supports the occurrence of Rensch’s rule in these lizards.

We discuss the evolutionary implications of our results,

and the assumptions of the investigated hypotheses.
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Introduction

The evolutionary dynamics of reproductive variation

involve complex selection-mediated interactions among

life history parameters that coevolve to increase repro-

ductive success (Sinervo 2000; Roff 2002; Fairbairn 2006).

Once the sexual stage of a reproductive episode has taken

place, the action of traits functionally linked to the opti-

mization of fecundity (i.e. offspring number per repro-

ductive episode) is expected to impose a critical impact on

fitness. Darwin (1874) suggested that selection for

increasing female body size plays a central role in the

evolution of fecundity, a scenario broadly known as

fecundity selection or the fecundity advantage hypothesis

(Shine 1988; Andersson 1994; Cox et al. 2003). The

rationale behind this idea is that, first, larger female size

results in more internal space to accommodate more

developing embryos (Williams 1966), and second, it

increases the capacity for storing energy to be invested in

reproduction (Calder 1984). Therefore, the primary pre-

diction of this hypothesis is that increased fecundity results

from selection for larger female size, when variation in
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offspring number depends on variation in female size. This

prediction does not apply to species where genetic con-

straints preclude variation in offspring number per repro-

ductive episode, such as in anoles or several geckonids

(Fitch 1985; Vitt 1986; Shine 2005; Losos 2009). As

expected, a positive relationship between female size and

offspring number has consistently been observed in ecto-

therm lineages (Fitch 1970; Thornhill and Alcock 1983;

Seigel and Ford 1987; Stearns 1992; Andersson 1994; Cox

et al. 2003; Shine 2005; Cox et al. 2007; Stephens and

Wiens 2009). These observations have given rise to the

additional prediction that the effect of directional fecundity

selection on female body size creates asymmetric selection

between the sexes, resulting in the evolution of female-

biased sexual size dimorphism (Darwin 1874; Cox et al.

2003; Stephens and Wiens 2009).

An additional dimension was later incorporated to the

fecundity selection hypothesis by Tinkle et al. (1970) and

Fitch (1978, 1981). These authors suggested that the

intensity of fecundity selection on female body size would

increase as a function of reduced opportunities for repro-

ductive frequency caused by environmental constraints.

Specifically, among terrestrial ectotherms (primarily

squamate reptiles, i.e. lizards and snakes), reproductive

frequency is seriously compromised by increasing latitude

and elevation, which mirrors decreasing environmental

temperatures and hence, shorter reproductive seasons

(Fitch 1970; Cox et al. 2003; Shine 2005; Powell and

Russell 2007; Pincheira-Donoso et al. 2008a). In high lat-

itudes and elevations, reproductive frequency is also

expected to be reduced by the evolution of viviparity,

which usually occurs in these environments (Blackburn

2000; Schulte et al. 2000; Shine 2005), and which reduces

the opportunities for multiple reproductive episodes per

season by increasing the time invested in the retention of a

single brood (Cox et al. 2003; Shine 2005). Therefore,

according to this view, the strength of fecundity selection

increases in species that reproduce infrequently to maxi-

mize the reproductive output in each reproductive event

(Tinkle et al. 1970; Fitch 1981; Cox et al. 2003). From

these ideas on fecundity evolution has been derived the

subsequent macroecological prediction that the intensity

of fecundity selection increases in species occupying

increasingly higher latitudes and elevations (Tinkle et al.

1970; Fitch 1981; Cox et al. 2003).

Despite the significance of these hypotheses for our

understanding of the evolution of fecundity and its impli-

cations for the evolution of female-biased sexual size

dimorphism (SSD) among terrestrial vertebrates (where

male-biased SSD predominates), and despite fecundity

being a primary component of fitness (Losos 2009;

Charlesworth and Charlesworth 2010), only a few stud-

ies, scattered across animal lineages, have explored these

predictions (Fairbairn and Shine 1993; Shine 1994; Head

1995; Cox et al. 2007; Stephens and Wiens 2009; Frýdlová

and Frynta 2010). Indeed, although most research on these

hypotheses comes from lizards, only six studies on these

reptiles have appeared in three decades (Cox et al. 2007),

two of which (Fitch 1978, 1981) were published when

phylogenetic analyses were not incorporated into evolu-

tionary research. Among the four known phylogenetic

studies, only one (Cox et al. 2003) provides an integrative

analysis on reproductive output, female-biased SSD and

indicators of reproductive opportunity. Based on a large-

scale approach involving 302 species from different

lineages and areas of the world, this study showed a sig-

nificant covariation between fecundity and female-biased

SSD, but weak associations between fecundity and envi-

ronmental constraints. The remaining three studies (Braña

1996, Zamudio 1998; Frýdlová and Frynta 2010) focus on

the interaction between female-biased SSD and reproduc-

tive output, resulting in contradictory findings. However, it

seems surprising that the use of prominent adaptive radia-

tions as model systems to investigate these predictions has

largely been neglected. Some major advantages offered by

adaptive radiations are for example, that (1) exploitation of

different environments is likely to reflect adaptive shifts

resulting from recent spatial or temporal colonization of

new selective conditions; (2) different expressions of

homologous traits should reflect recent events of evolu-

tionary divergence caused by the impact of selection on

ancestral genetic architectures; and (3) all these changes

occur under the same phylogenetic and historical context,

and are therefore more directly comparable.

Here, we investigate the predictions that fecundity

selection drives the evolution of larger female size to

increase reproductive output through inferences from

associations of offspring number per reproductive episode

with female size and the patterns of SSD among species,

and finally, whether the intensity of this force increases as

reproductive opportunities are reduced by decreasing

environmental temperatures. In addition, a quantitative

analysis of the allometry of SSD as a function of body size

was conducted to investigate the prediction that SSD

increases with increasing body size in species where males

are larger, while SSD decreases with increasing body size

in species where females are larger, as established by

Rensch’s rule (Fairbairn 1997; Blanckenhorn et al. 2007a).

We use the South American Liolaemus lizard radiation as a

model system. Consisting of ?210 species adapted to one

of the widest environmental and ecological ranges recorded

for a living lizard genus, this lineage represents one of the

most extraordinary examples of adaptive radiations known

among vertebrates (Pincheira-Donoso et al. 2008b, 2009).

Ecologically, Liolaemus species range from the Atacama

Desert (the driest place on earth) to austral rain forests and
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Patagonia, and altitudinally from sea level to over 5,000 m

(Cei 1993; Pincheira-Donoso et al. 2008b). As a result of

this radiation, a considerable diversity of life history

strategies have evolved within this genus (Schulte et al.

2000; Pincheira-Donoso et al. 2008b), providing a unique

opportunity to investigate these predictions.

Materials and Methods

Data Collection and Variable Estimations

Our study comprises data collected for 73 Liolaemus spe-

cies (Supplementary Table 1) belonging to all six main

clades forming the genus and encompassing the entire

geographic range occupied by these lizards (Schulte et al.

2000; Pincheira-Donoso et al. 2008b). Therefore, our

dataset covers the entire diversity of selective conditions to

which these lizards are currently exposed. To investigate

the fecundity selection hypothesis in these reptiles, we

collected data for body size, sexual size dimorphism

(SSD), geographical distribution, reproductive mode, and

fecundity for each species.

Firstly, SSD was obtained from measures of male and

female snout-vent length (SVL). This variable is the stan-

dard proxy for body size in lizards (Meiri 2008), and has

been shown to correlate with several life-history, ecologi-

cal and morphological traits (Pough 1973; Peters 1983;

Pough et al. 2004; Shine 2005). To obtain SVL for each sex

we calculated means from the largest two-thirds of the

entire sample per species comprising only adults (e.g.

Losos et al. 2003; Pincheira-Donoso et al. 2008a), instead

of the maximum recorded SVL. Although maximum SVL

has been extensively used in lizard research, it has been

shown that the use of occasional extreme values may result

in body size overestimations (Brown et al. 1999). In con-

trast, the use of intermediate percentiles between the

maximum record and the mean from the entire adult

sample provides accurate estimates of asymptotic size,

hence reducing size overestimations (Brown et al. 1999).

We calculated a quantitative measure of SSD with the

standard formula ln(male SVL/female SVL). This formula

has been extensively used to obtain SSD across different

taxa (Fairbairn 2007). After reviewing the statistical fea-

tures of a number of formulae commonly used to calculate

SSD, Smith (1999) concluded that the ln(M/F) formula

offers quantitative attributes that make it superior to most

alternative indices (e.g. this index is directional and sym-

metrical around zero; see Smith 1999; Fairbairn 2007, for

details). After SSD values were calculated we arbitrarily

changed the sign of the dimorphism from negative to

positive when sexual dimorphism is female-biased, and

vice versa (given that this SSD index is numerically

symmetric, it does not have any effect on the results of

quantitative analyses, as it does not affect the quantitative

magnitude of SSD).

Geographical distribution data were used as proxy

for environmental thermal constraints on reproduction

(Tinkle et al. 1970; Fitch 1981; Cox et al. 2003). Given

that decreasing environmental temperature results from

the combined effect of increasing latitude and elevation

(Lutgens and Tarbuck 1998; Ashton 2002; Cruz et al. 2005;

Pincheira-Donoso et al. 2008a), we combined both geo-

graphical parameters into a single variable, the adjusted

latitudinal midpoint (ALM) calculated for each species,

following Cruz et al. (2005). ALM is calculated on the

assumption that temperatures in altitudinal transects

decline 0.65�C for each 100 m of increased elevation

(Lutgens and Tarbuck 1998; Cruz et al. 2005). Cruz et al.

(2005) obtained a corrected latitudinal value for latitude

and elevational thermal covariation with the formula

y = 0.009x -6.2627, where x represents the altitudinal

midpoint for each species, and y the corrected temperature

for latitude which is added to the latitudinal midpoint for

each species. This returns the final ALM values for South

American areas where Liolaemus lizards occur (Cruz et al.

2005; Pincheira-Donoso et al. 2007b, 2008a). In addition,

previous studies have suggested that the opportunities for

reproduction may also be compromised by the evolution of

viviparity, as this derived reproductive mode requires

longer retention of embryos in the females’ body, and

hence, it results in less frequent reproductive episodes and

in higher overall costs associated with reproduction (Fitch

1978, 1981; Shine 2005; Cox et al. 2007). The fact that

viviparity has consistently evolved among Liolaemus spe-

cies occupying higher latitudes and elevations (Schulte

et al. 2000; Pincheira-Donoso et al. 2008b) supports our

primary assumption that species occurring in colder envi-

ronments experience reduced opportunities for reproduc-

tion. Therefore, the use of latitude and elevation (through

ALM) seems an appropriate variable to explore the prob-

lem of fecundity selection. Our lizard model system offers

a unique opportunity to explore this prediction as the

species range from extremely hot environments to extre-

mely cold and elevated areas, encompassing an ideal range

of variation (see above).

Finally, we obtained measures of fecundity from counts

of offspring number per reproductive episode. Although

brood mass also provides a primary indicator of energy

allocation in reproduction (e.g. Roff 2002), this informa-

tion is almost entirely unavailable for Liolaemus species.

However, since brood mass and offspring number in lizards

have been observed to be described by a negative genetic

correlation (Sinervo 2000; Pianka and Vitt 2003; Shine

2005), where departures from this trade-off result in lower

fitness mediated by stabilizing selection on the opposing
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interaction of both parameters (Sinervo 2000), they both

are appropriate alternative indexes of reproductive invest-

ment and success. Indeed, a given amount of energy allo-

cated to reproduction can be divided either into a few large

offspring or into several smaller ones (Shine 2005).

Therefore, we recorded offspring number from both living

and preserved specimens, and from the literature. Apart

from published information, the sources of our data were

direct observations of females ovipositing or giving birth,

and of oviductal eggs and developing embryos counted

from preserved specimens. Given that previous observa-

tions suggest that some Liolaemus species may have

evolved communal nesting behaviours (Espinoza and Lobo

1996), we discarded data collected from field observations

of nests to avoid risks of inflated brood size per female. For

each species, we recorded the mean clutch/litter size and

the range of intraspecific variation.

Statistical Analyses and Phylogenetic Control

Prior to statistical analyses, all variables were ln-trans-

formed to reduce skew and homogenize variances (Zar

2009). We then investigated the effects of fecundity

selection using regression analyses. It is broadly accepted

that species in comparative analyses cannot be assumed to

be independent data points, as their descent from common

ancestors may result in phylogenetically related species

expressing similar traits. This ultimately may increase the

likelihood of observing inflated estimates towards the

adaptive explanation, and hence, significant associations

between predictor and response traits may be an artifact of

phylogenetic dependence among species (Felsenstein 1985;

Harvey and Pagel 1991). Therefore, we employed phylo-

genetic approaches to control for potential phylogenetic

effects and infer correlated evolution between traits.

However, it has also been suggested that reporting results

from both conventional non-phylogenetic and phylogenetic

analyses might provide a more powerful and inclusive

approach (e.g. Harvey and Rambaut 2000; Schluter 2000).

Hence, we have conducted all our regression analyses

using both approaches.

While the test of the primary prediction of fecundity

selection requires direct regressions of brood size on

female SVL, tests of the additional hypotheses (brood size

varies in response to SSD and ALM) require body size

control on brood size, as variation in fecundity has con-

sistently been shown to be influenced by body size (Tinkle

et al. 1970; Fitch 1981; Peters 1983; Shine 1994; Cox et al.

2003; Shine 2005; also, this study). Residuals from

ordinary least-square regressions (OLS) of body size

(female SVL in this case) on the rest of variables are often

calculated to obtain size-effect-free variables (Green 2001).

However, it has been shown that a number of relevant

assumptions may not hold for residuals, and that the

residual index is an ad-hoc sequential procedure with

no demonstrated statistical justification (Garcia-Berthou

2001; Green 2001; Freckleton 2009). Therefore, we used

an alternative approach where female SVL is added as a

predictor in all regression analyses, which results in mul-

tiple regression models (with two predictors) where only

one of them is the actual predictor of interest for these

hypotheses (SSD and ALM). Hence, for both multiple

regression analyses we employed a test for added predic-

tors, to quantify whether the predictive contributions of

SSD and ALM, respectively, on brood size are significant

once female SVL is in the model (Tabachnick and Fidell

2007). This approach decomposes the regression model

and evaluates explicitly whether the amount of variance

explained (R2
2 in Table 1) by SSD and ALM is significant

(P2 in Table 1) when body size is controlled for, and hence,

it does not only takes into account the total variance and

the overall significance of the full model with both pre-

dictors (Tabachnick and Fidell 2007).

To perform phylogenetic analyses, we used a Liolaemus

phylogeny for 44 of the 73 species in our dataset, derived

from two major phylogenetic hypotheses presented by

Espinoza et al. (2004) and Abdala (2007) (Supplementary

Fig. S1). Phylogenetic research on evolutionary relation-

ships within Liolaemus has consistently shown the exis-

tence of a major monophyletic clade nested within the

genus, characterized by the unique feature of a patch of

enlarged scales on the posterior surface of the thigh (linked

to a muscular hypertrophy), usually termed the boulengeri

complex (e.g. Schulte et al. 2000; Espinoza et al. 2004;

Abdala 2007; Pincheira-Donoso et al. 2007a). We used

Espinoza et al.’s (2004) phylogeny as the basis for our

Liolaemus phylogeny, but replaced the monophyletic

boulengeri clade with Abdala’s (2007) phylogeny for this

complex, as it contains a larger number of species included

in our dataset (e.g. Weiblen et al. 2000). Because the

phylogeny is based on combined molecular and morpho-

logical data (Espinoza et al. 2004; Abdala 2007), branch

lengths were set equal to 1.0, and a speciational Brownian

motion model of evolutionary change was used (Martins

and Garland 1991; Garland et al. 1993; Espinoza et al.

2004). Using this phylogeny, we employed Felsenstein’s

standardized phylogenetic independent contrasts (PIC)

approach (Felsenstein 1985) as implemented in the soft-

ware COMPARE version 4.6b (Martins 2004). We calcu-

lated standardized PIC for our variables to infer correlated

evolution between traits, and between traits and environ-

ment. With PIC, the degree of covariation between vari-

ables reflects the extent to which these variables are

functionally related during evolutionary change (e.g. evo-

lutionary dependence between two traits is inferred if large

changes in the contrasts of one variable are paralleled by
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large changes in the contrasts of the other). Regressions

based on PIC were forced through the origin (Felsenstein

1985; Harvey and Pagel 1991; Garland et al. 1992). The

same test for added predictors described for non-phyloge-

netic analyses was employed in these phylogenetic

regressions.

Finally, to analyze the evolutionary trajectory of body

size variation between the sexes, we investigated whether

the magnitude of SSD increases as an allometric function

of increasing SVL (e.g. Stuart-Fox 2009). This association,

termed Rensch’s rule, states that SSD increases with

increasing body size in species where males are larger,

while SSD decreases with increasing body size in species

where females are the larger sex (Abouheif and Fairbairn

1997; Fairbairn 1997; Blanckenhorn et al. 2007a). Statis-

tical analyses of Rensch’s rule have been conducted using

regressions of SSD indexes against mean body size of the

species, or of the sexes (see Fairbairn 1997, for a review).

However, this approach violates the fundamental assump-

tion that variables y and x have to be mathematically

independent, as size estimates are in both the response

variable (SSD) and in the predictor (mean size); therefore,

this is an inappropriate alternative (LaBarbera 1989;

Fairbairn 1997). The interdependence of variables is cir-

cumvented by employing a log–log regression of male size

against female size (Fairbairn 1997; Blanckenhorn et al.

2007a). In addition, because the y (male size) and x (female

size) variables are both estimated with error, and are

measured in a similar way and using similar scales,

ordinary least-square regression (OLS, model I) is an

inappropriate technique as it will tend to underestimate

both the slope (b) and the confidence interval (CI) around

b. Under these circumstances, major axis regressions (MA,

model II) offer an accurate approach to test the null

hypothesis of isometry b = 1.0 (Sokal and Rohlf 1995;

Fairbairn 1997; Blanckenhorn et al. 2007a). When male

size is plotted on y and female size on x, an allometric

pattern consistent with Rensch’s rule occurs when variance

in x is less than in y, and hence, when a hyperallometric or

positive allometric relationship is observed (Fairbairn

1997; Blanckenhorn et al. 2007a). Standard errors (SE) and

95% confidence intervals calculated on error in both x and

y for MA slopes, are obtained (Blanckenhorn et al. 2007b).

Because phylogenetic relationships are also expected to

bias the allometric relationship between male and female

size, we employed phylogenetic analyses based on phylo-

genetic independent contrasts (see above), for which

we performed MA regressions. To illustrate the fact that

OLS regressions tend to underestimate b, we provide

results from both OLS and MA regressions (Table 2).

These analyses were conducted using an Excel spreadsheet

prepared and maintained by W. U. Blanckenhorn.

Results

Our quantitative non-phylogenetic and phylogenetic anal-

yses revealed similar results. As expected by the fecundity

selection hypothesis, conventional non-phylogenetic anal-

yses showed that offspring number per reproductive epi-

sode increases predictably as a function of increasing

female size (Table 1; Fig. 1a). Phylogenetic analysis on

PIC reveals the same relationship, and suggests that events

of evolutionary change on female size are accompanied

by evolutionary change in brood size (Table 1; Fig. 1b).

However, contrary to expectations, the tendency for

increasing clutch size among species does not covary

predictably with a reversal in the form of sexual size

Table 1 Summary of non-phylogenetic and phylogenetic (phylogenetic independent contrasts, IC) regression analyses

Test for added Xi

Analysis N r R2 F(df) P R2
2 P2

Non-phylogenetic

Brood size versus SVLF 73 0.34 0.12 9.23(1,71) \0.01 – –

Brood size versus SSD (?SVLF) 73 0.36 0.13 5.31(2,70) \0.01 0.02 0.25

Brood size versus ALM (?SVLF) 73 0.34 0.12 4.55(2,70) 0.01 0.00 0.96

Phylogenetic IC

Brood size versus SVLF 43 0.44 0.19 9.85(1,42) \0.01 – –

Brood size versus SSD (?SVLF) 43 0.48 0.23 6.13(2,41) \0.01 0.04 0.15

Brood size versus ALM (?SVLF) 43 0.46 0.21 5.44(2,41) \0.01 0.02 0.32

In the column containing the analyses performed, the first variable is always the predictor and the second is the response variable. Abbreviations

are the same detailed in the texts. The test for added X quantifies the magnitude of the effect that adding a predictor (SSD in this case) to the

multivariate model containing body size (SVLF in this case) only. R2
2 refers to the incremental magnitude of variance explained when adding

SSD, and the significance value P2 whether the addition of SSD results in a significant increment of the predictive power on brood size (see

Tabachnick and Fidell 2007). For both non-phylogenetic and phylogenetic analyses, P2 shows that SSD does not predict variation in Brood size

when size is controlled for. Abbreviations as specified in the text
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dimorphism, and hence, higher fertility is not predicted

by female-biased SSD (Table 1). Although the multiple

regression model (with SSD and female SVL to control for

size effects) is significant, a decomposition of this model

with a test for added predictors (in this case, SSD to the

model containing female SVL) reveals that the magnitude

of explained variance only increases in 2% with SSD,

a non-significant predictive contribution (P2 = 0.25;

Table 1). Hence, SSD does not predict variation in brood

size when body size is controlled for. Consistent with this

finding, our phylogenetic test on PIC shows the same

result, where evolutionary change from male-biased SSD

to female-biased SSD is not accompanied by evolutionary

change in brood size when body size is controlled for

(P2 = 0.15; Table 1).

These findings are consistent with our analyses of

Rensch’s rule. Major axis regressions on phylogenetically

controlled data reveal that variance in male size (y-axis) is

larger than the corresponding variance in female size

(x-axis), resulting in hyperallometric scaling between the

sexes, consistent with Rensch’s rule, as b = 1 does not

overlap the 95% CI (Table 2; Fig. 2). Therefore, these

results suggest that a large evolutionary change in male

size is accompanied by a correlated smaller change in

female size. Our MA regression on non-phylogenetic data

also reveals hyperallometric scaling of ln(male) on

ln(female) SVL, although it does not significantly differ

from the isometric slope b = 1 (Table 2; Fig. 2).

Finally, contrary to predictions, our analyses on the

impact of geographical gradients on reproduction reveal

that increasing environmental constraints on the lengths of

the reproductive seasons resulting from increasing latitude

and elevation have no effect on the variation in offspring

number among species distributed along a broad geo-

graphical and thermal gradient, a pattern that remains when

employing non-phylogenetic and phylogenetic regressions.

As shown in Table 1, the significance (P \ 0.05) of the

conventional and phylogenetic multiple regression models

containing ALM are almost entirely explained by body

size, as in both cases the addition of ALM fails to improve

the fit of the model (P2 = 0.96 and P2 = 0.32, for con-

ventional and phylogenetic analyses respectively).

Discussion

Our findings in Liolaemus lizards are consistent with the

primary prediction of the fecundity selection hypothesis,

that increasing fecundity results from larger body size in

Table 2 Regression analyses of the allometry of sexual size dimorphism in Liolaemus, estimated from a log–log regression of ln(male SVL) on

ln(female SVL)

LS regressions MA regressions

N R2 Intercept b N Intercept b

Non-phylogenetic 73 0.92 0.166 0.97 ± 0.034 73 -0.013 1.014 ± 0.024

Phylogenetic 44 0.9 0.001 1.11 ± 0.057 44 0.002 1.178 – 0.035*

Results from both conventional and phylogenetic least-square (LS) and major axis (MA) regressions are shown

* P \ 0.05

Fig. 1 Relationships between variation in brood size and female SVL

among Liolaemus species. Increasing brood size is consistently

predicted by increasing female ln(SVL) under conventional (a) and

phylogenetic (independent contrasts, IC) analyses (b)
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females (Williams 1966; Fitch 1981; Seigel and Ford 1987;

Cox et al. 2007). However, our data failed to support the

derived prediction that fecundity selection is associated

with female-biased SSD in this lineage, where male-biased

SSD is the norm. These observations are consistent with

previous studies involving lizard lineages from different

areas of the world (Zamudio 1998; Frýdlová and Frynta

2010; see Shine 1994, for similar results in snakes), but

contrast with some other findings (Fitch 1978, 1981; Braña

1996; Cox et al. 2003; see Stephens and Wiens 2009, for

similar results in turtles). Thus, our study contributes to a

growing body of evidence suggesting that female-biased

SSD cannot reliably be predicted by means of the effect of

fecundity selection on female size inferred from the asso-

ciation between brood size and SSD. Indeed, even studies

that statistically support this hypothesis of SSD have

arrived at a similar conclusion. For example, despite Cox

et al. (2003) observing that female-biased SSD covaries

with female fecundity among lizards in general, they

concluded that the low explanatory power of their analyses

only provided weak evidence for the idea that fecundity

selection is linked to the evolution of female-biased SSD,

and therefore, that fecundity selection would not be a

general explanation for patterns of SSD in these organisms.

In addition, Fitch’s (1978, 1981) results supporting this

prediction rely on non-phylogenetic analyses, and hence, it

is difficult to determine whether his findings were an arti-

fact of the assumption of data independence implicit in his

approach. On the other hand, our analyses also failed to

support the established macroecological expectation that

the strength of fecundity selection increases in colder cli-

mates, where the opportunities for reproduction are com-

promised by shorter reproductive seasons and lower

environmental temperatures. Among Liolaemus, variation

in brood size does not vary predictably with spatial dis-

tribution as predicted by this hypothesis. This finding is

consistent with the only known phylogenetic study where

this prediction has been tested (Cox et al. 2003).

Fecundity Selection and the Evolution of Sexual Size

Dimorphism

The expression of female-biased SSD associated with

higher female fecundity in lineages where male-biased

SSD is the norm has often been interpreted as the evolu-

tionary outcome of fecundity selection (see Cox et al.

2003; Fairbairn et al. 2007, for reviews). The rationale

behind this view is that fecundity selection creates direc-

tional selection for larger female but not male body size.

However, as shown in several studies, signals of fecundity

selection (higher fecundity associated with larger female

size) are not consistently associated with female-biased

SSD. Indeed, our results in Liolaemus reveal that, despite

higher fecundity being associated with larger female size,

increases in fecundity are not associated with evolutionary

change toward female-biased SSD (Table 1). This obser-

vation is compatible with our additional analyses on the

magnitude of evolutionary change between the sexes

(Fig. 2). We found in Liolaemus that variation in SSD is

consistent with Rensch’s rule, and hence, that larger female

size (and hence higher fecundity) is associated with

Fig. 2 Allometric scaling of sexual size dimorphism as a function of

the sexes body size (SVL) based on major-axis regressions of raw

data (top) and of phylogenetic independent contrasts (IC, bottom) of

ln(male) on ln(female) SVL. The dashed line describes a reference

isometric scaling between the sexes (b = 1.0), and the solid line
describes the hyperallometry (existent but non-significant for raw

data, and significant for phylogenetic data) observed for actual

measures of body size in Liolaemus species (b[ 1.0, see Table 2 for

quantitative results), as predicted by Rensch’s rule
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reduced magnitude of female-biased SSD and increased

magnitude of male-biased SSD (e.g. Fairbairn 1997;

Blanckenhorn et al. 2007a). Therefore, both sources of

evidence suggest that the evolution of female-biased SSD

in Liolaemus lizards is not explained by the hypothesis that

fecundity selection results in increased female size com-

pared to male size, as also concluded by Cox et al. (2003)

for lizards in general.

The relationship between fecundity selection and

female-biased SSD can be viewed from two angles. First,

where fecundity selection stands as an appropriate expla-

nation for some cases of female-biased SSD, when

significant relationships between brood size and female-

biased SSD (mediated by a positive covariation between

female SVL and brood size), are observed. Second, where

female-biased SSD is interpreted as the result of strong

fecundity selection on female size. In this later case, if a

general prediction is that strong fecundity selection results

in female-biased SSD, then this prediction implies that in

species with male-biased SSD fecundity selection is weak.

Therefore, an obvious question is whether sexually

monomorphic or male-biased sexually dimorphic species

should be interpreted as the result of weak or no fecundity

selection. Intrinsic differences in reproductive (and often

ecological) roles between the sexes make males and

females different targets of different forms and mecha-

nisms of selection in the same space and time, which often

results in sex-specific regions of fitness maximization

within the same species. Hence, observations of male-

biased SSD or sexual size monomorphism do not neces-

sarily reflect negligible fecundity selection. Indeed, even

substantial fecundity selection might only sometimes

translate into female-biased SSD. For example, the ener-

getic and fitness costs associated with increasingly stronger

directional fecundity (in females) and sexual (in males)

selection are likely to make comparatively more advanta-

geous for male sexually selected trait values, such as head

size in male lizards (Husak et al. 2009), to continually

increase. In contrast, female lifetime fitness in the context

of fecundity selection depends on a balance between cur-

rent and future investment in reproduction (Williams 1966;

Reznick 1985), with disproportionate investment per

reproductive episode incurring in potentially very high

fitness costs. Hence, the response of each sex to these

different mechanisms of directional selection might result

in both sexes increasing the trait under selection, but more

freely in males. Also, when the costs of expressing

increased trait values are similar between both sexes (e.g.

costs of reproduction are independent of fecundity in

females), different mechanisms of selection (fecundity and

sexual) described by the same fitness function (directional),

may cause body size evolution in the same direction,

potentially eclipsing the expression of SSD.

Alternatively, female-biased SSD can also evolve in

response to negative directional sexual selection for smal-

ler male size (the small-male advantage hypothesis;

Zamudio 1998). According to this hypothesis, smaller male

size can be favoured in species where low population

densities result in females being spatially more dispersed,

and hence, where male-male agonistic encounters are

likely to be less common. Therefore, male fitness increases

with smaller sizes that provide higher mobility, early

maturation, and time and energy budgets that enhance mate

searching (Trivers 1972; Ghiselin 1974; Cox et al. 2003).

Although the lack of appropriate data precludes this

hypothesis from being tested in Liolaemus, some qualita-

tive observations suggest that it may not be the generality

for this genus. Indeed, some Liolaemus species where

females are larger can be quite abundant, although in other

species, males do not show the more common signals of

male-male sexual selection associated with positive direc-

tional selection, such as voluminous heads (e.g. see

Vanhooydonck et al. 2010), which suggests that other

forms of sexual selection (negative directional) may in fact

operate on these males to create female-biased SSD.

Finally, when variation in SSD in a lineage is consistent

with Rensch’s rule, as observed in several organisms,

including Liolaemus (Fairbairn 1997; Fairbairn et al. 2007;

this study), the predicted relationship between increased

female-biased SSD and higher fecundity becomes highly

weak, as exemplified by Liolaemus lizards. In conclusion,

we argue that the evolution of female-biased SSD can be an

outcome of fecundity selection only under some circum-

stances, and that the degree of female-biased SSD does not

necessarily reflect the strength of fecundity selection.

The Strength of Fecundity Selection

The hypothesis that the intensity of fecundity selection

increases as a function of reduced opportunities for

reproduction is appealing. As previously discussed (Tinkle

et al. 1970; Fitch 1978, 1981; see also Cox et al. 2003), it is

reasonable to expect that females of populations where the

reproductive season is shorter will be subjected to stronger

fecundity selection to optimize fecundity per reproductive

episode. Therefore, at a first glance, our finding that shorter

reproductive seasons do not result in increased fecundity in

Liolaemus species (and in other studied lizards) may

appear counterintuitive. However, these findings may

actually have an explanation consistent with stronger

fecundity selection.

This explanation might rely on the simplistic structure of

the parameters involved in this macroecological prediction

of fecundity selection. A fundamental requirement of the

theory that fecundity selection is the driving mechanism

behind a positive covariation between latitude-elevation
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and brood size is that larger broods depend on larger

female size (as often supported). Consequently, this theory

assumes that female size increases with latitude and ele-

vation, a pattern broadly known as Bergmann’s rule.

However, a number of studies reveal that this important

assumption is consistently violated by empirical evidence

in most lizards (Ashton and Feldman 2003; de Queiroz and

Ashton 2004; Pincheira-Donoso 2010), including Liolae-

mus (Pincheira-Donoso et al. 2007b, 2008a), where Berg-

mann’s rule is not supported. Hence, as latitude and

elevation increase, the potential for increased brood size is

limited by constraints of thermal selection on body size,

making this prediction unlikely despite the intuitive appeal

of the mechanistic idea behind it. Thus, indirectly, thermal

selection on body size appears to prevent the evolution of

larger broods in colder climates. Therefore, the evolution

of variation in brood size in response to constraints on

reproductive frequency might be context-dependent (i.e.

relative to particular life history tradeoffs under particular

selective environments). This implies that, although brood

size does not increase in species experiencing stronger

constraints on reproduction, in opposition to the expecta-

tions of the macroecological idea of fecundity selection,

fecundity selection might in fact be stronger in colder

climates. Indeed, in cold climate lizards (compared to

warm climate species) the reproductive potential is thought

to be reduced by at least three direct factors: (1) shorter

reproductive seasons; (2) the evolution of viviparity, which

has been shown to be the norm for cold climate Liolaemus

species (Schulte et al. 2000), and which reduces the

reproductive potential through prolonged brood retention

(Shine 2005); and (3) more limited access to nutritive food

to be translated into fitness through resource allocation to

offspring. In support of this latter factor, it has been shown

that the evolution of herbivory (i.e. low energy food) is also

the norm for cold climate Liolaemus species, which might

result from lower abundance of arthropods (relative to

plant matter availability) in these areas (Espinoza et al.

2004). Moreover, in these species, the evolution of small

size is thought to maximize plant matter digestion through

maximization of thermoregulatory rates (Espinoza et al.

2004; Pincheira-Donoso et al. 2008a). Therefore, the

observation that brood size does not differ between cold-

and warm-climate species, despite the above limitations on

reproduction experienced by the former, suggests that

fecundity might actually be optimized in species from cold

areas via stronger fecundity selection. If in these environ-

ments fecundity selection was weaker or negligible, brood

size would otherwise be likely to experience a reduction as

latitude and elevation increase (i.e. a four-offspring brood

might be average in warm environments, but large in a cold

area). Hence, it can be expected that variation in environ-

mental temperatures along geographical gradients alone

would fail to capture the effects of fecundity selection on

reproductive maximization.
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